In this paper, we provide a graph theoretical framework that allows us to formally define formations of multiple vehicles and the issues arising in uniqueness of graph realizations and its connection to stability of formations. The notion of graph rigidity is crucial in identifying the shape variables of a formation and an appropriate potential function associated with the formation. This allows formulation of meaningful optimization or nonlinear control problems for formation stabilization/tacking, in addition to formal representation of split, rejoin, and reconfiguration maneuvers for multi-vehicle formations. We introduce an algebra that consists of performing some basic operations on graphs which allow creation of larger rigidby-construction graphs by combining smaller rigid subgraphs. This is particularly useful in performing and representing rejoin/split maneuvers of multiple formations in a distributed fashion.
Introduction
Coordinated control of multi-agent/multi-vehicle systems in a distributed fashion has att.racted several researchers with rather diverse backgrounds in control theory, computer science, biology, and physics. Multiagent systems arise in broad a r e a including formation flight of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), coordination of satellite clusters, automated highways, understanding the coordination and movement of flocks of birds or schools of fish [l] , and molecular conformation problems.
The applications that are of primary interest in our rvork include performing maneuvers by UAVs which (possibly) require doing split/rejoin maneuvers in case a group of vehicles come across an obstacle (see Fig. 1 ). In addition, we are interested in reconfiguration of the formation of a group of vehicles ( Fig. 2) due to a change of the team-strategy in team-on-team competitive games. As a result, our theoretical objective is to provide analytical and computational tools for representation and manipulation of formations of multiple vehicles such as performing split, rejoin, and reconfiguration maneuvers in a distributed manner. As we realized from one of our earlier works [2], a notion from graph theory called graph rigadity turns out to be instrumental in both representation and distributed coordinated control of formations of multiple vehicles. Minimally rigid graphs (i.e. rigid graphs with n nodes and 2n -3 directed edges, see section 2.3) are a n important class of rigid graphs that their edges are closely related to shape variables of formations of n vehicles. This in turn leads to automatic generation of potential functions from the interconnection graph of the group of vehicles that guarantee local structural formation stabilization [Z] .
One of the contributions of this paper is introducing new properties of minimally rigid graphs that allow composition of smaller rigid subgraphs that construct a larger rigid graph. This is used to represent and perform rejoin/split maneuvers for groups of vehicles. We introduce an algebra ouer graphs that allows performing some basic operations on graphs including rejoining two graphs, node augmentation to a graph, and attaching graphs via their edges. In general, performing several types of operations on formations might be necessary. For example, performing split/rejoin maneuvers, shown in Pig. 1 (a) (see section 3 for a detailed discussion). A Hybrid System (Fig. 2) can be used to provide a high-level representation of a sequence of admissible operations on formations through performing certain maneuvers a s discussed earlier. In Fig. 2 , a diagram of such a hybrid system is presented. Each discretestate of dhis hybrid system consists of rigid fornation graphs that represent the information flow among a group of vehicles.
In the past, several methodologies have been exploited by different researchers in distributed control and CD ordination of multi-vehicle systems that use a graph theoretical framework (3, 4, 21. Furthermore, the work in 151 identifies connections between graph rigidity and multi-vehicle formations without providing any control design approaches for stabilization of such formations based on rigidity.
The field of graph rigidity is very broad and several scientists and engineers from rather diverse backgrounds in mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, computer science, and mechanical and civil engineering have been actively working on this subject over the past three decades (see [6] Fig. 3 (a) ). Then, an n-grid is uniquely specified by the following (2n-3)-
We refer to p as the vector of internal degrees of freedom of an n-grid. Apparently, p remains invariant under rotation and translation of all t,he points in an ngrid. Let qc = l/nCiElq; and r = n(q,. The method that is introduced here for representation of formations of planar n-grids can be directly generalized to any other dimension m 2 3.
G r a p h Rigidity
Let G = (V,E,W) be a weighted graph with the set 
where (-, .) denotes the inner product. Due to computational and communications costs in a network of n-vehicles, we are interested in the least possible number of edges between the agents that creates a rigid graph and thus a locally stabilizing distributed control law for each vehicle [Z] . This makes minimally rigid graphs the ideal choice for us. Moreover, it will become clear later that MRGs benefit from nice analytic properties that allow one to construct bigger graphs through connecting minimally rigid subgraphs. This is explained in complete details in section 3.
The edges of a minimally rigid graph G = (V,&,W) define the following set of shape variables for the graph:
We call the column vector q and manifold Q(G) defined
the shape configuration and shape manzfold of g. Clearly, V2(q) := V,(Q) has a hounded gradient w.r.t. q and this is the key in designing a hounded control input for structural formation stabilization 121.
3 M a i n Results: Rejoin/Split of Formations of
Multi-Agents
To study and manipulate rejoin and split of formations of multiple agents, we need to formally define some basic operations on graphs that preserve the rigidity p r o p erties of the obtained graphs. For doing so, we discuss the problem of joining two rigid graphs to construct a new composite rigid graph. This operation is called rejoining graphs. Later, we discuss how a rigid graph can he decomposed into two set.s of disjoint graphs that are both rigid. The second operation is called splitting a graph. These basic operations (together with some other operations) constitute a novel graph algebra. This graph algebra greatly facilitates representation of the rejoin/split operations on graphs.
N o d e Augmentation to G r a p h s
A key ingredient in formal definition of rejoin/split of rigid graphs is the node augmentation operation.
Before, we describe this operation, we need to define proper Laman subgraphs and present an axiom. where dZ1 = llezlII and llell denotes the length of an edge e. By a slight abuse of notation, we write GI = {v1},G2 = {vz} and then G can he rewritten as
Notice that a graph with two nodes and one edge is minimally rigid (due to Laman's theorem). Before we define the node augmentation for graphs with multiple nodes, we need to define the union of two graphs.
Definition 6. [union) Let 91 = ( V I , &~, W I )
and 
where jle/l denotes the length of the edge e. The node augmentation operation is denoted by R := GI,,,,,) fB {vd,
whenever an edge e,, E E , this operation is equivalently expressed as
The operation of node-augmentation is shown in Fig. 4 .
In this figure, the augmented node and edges are all drawn hy dashed lines.
Definition 8. (a triangular graph) A triangular gmph
7 is a graph with three nodes, i. e. V = {V1;U2,V3}, and a set of three directed edges &7 c E = {e1z,ez1,e13,ea1,ez3,e3z}.
A (special) triangular graph can he created using two consecutive node-augmentations as the following:
. .
Since the graph {q) f E {vz) only has a single edge, the edge location in the last equation is dropped. Here is our first result on construction of rigid graphs via node augmentation. Proof. This follows from the fact that the obtained graph after node augmentation is minimally rigid and all of its edges are independent.
The following corollary provides a simple proof of rigidity for minimally rigid graphs.
Corollary 3.
Any graph that can be constructed by an ordered sequence of node augmentations starting from a single node is minimally rigid. Ezample 1. Here is a sequence of nodes and edges that create a (minimally) rigid graph shown in Fig. 5 (a) , (b). Ga : 11 2, ('AI); 3, (3, I), (3,2); 4, (4,2), (4-3) ; 5, (5-2) Gb : 1;2: (2,1);3,(3, 11, (3,2);4,(4,2),(4,3);5,(5,3) Gc : Gd :
. (5,4);6,(6,4),(6,3) .
, (5, 4) ; 6, (6: 4)) (6,5); 7, (7,5), (7,6). nodes on a line representing a platoon of five vehicles.
Rejoining Two Graphs
As described earlier in the introduction, the rejoin operation of two subgroups of vehicles is very important after they pass an obstacle (see Figures 1 (a), (b) ).
In this section, we present the graph theoretical tools/operations that create a rigid composite graph by combining the graphs associated with each subgroup of agents/vehicles. 
With a minor abuse of notation, the renaming operation can be applied to the set of edges of a graph instead of the whole graph. 
We call 5 the attachment (graph) of 51 and Gz. The overall edge-attachment operation can be equivalently expressed as follows 5lIe,, @'&lek, :=GI u R e n ( i h l~~, ;~r , s l s .~3 )
Notice that the edge-attachment operation that is shown schematically in Fig. 6 creates a new graph and let Ile~311 = l l e~l l then the graph 9 = ' TI , , , f E %Iels is a graph with the set of vertices V = { q , v2, us, vq} and the set of edges E = {e1z,ez3,e31,e4z,e34}.
Our main motivation to define the operation of edgeattachment of two weighted graphs is the following result.
T Here is an important result that states how two graphs need to be connected such that the obtained graph after connection is rigid. This is particularly useful in rejoin maneuvers of two formations of multiple vehicles. graph.
Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a unified graph-theoretical framework that allows us to formally define formations of multiple vehicles and their stabilization issues. We clarified the important role of graph rigidity and minimally rigid graphs in construction of structural potential functions and manipulation of multiple formations. This includes formal representation of split, rejoin, and reconfiguration maneuvers for formations of multi-vehicle systems. We presented a hybrid s y s tem framework for consecutive execution of a set of maneuvers for a group of agents/vehicles that allows high-level planning of operations in multi-vehicle systems. %'e introduce an algebra that formalizes performing some basic operations on graphs and allows creation of larger rigid-by-construction graphs by combining smaller rigid subgraphs.
